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In the last 10 minutes we generated more 

data than from prehistoric times until 2003! 
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The four V's of Big Data  
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Data does not have to be "Big" 

to be challenging! 
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Need for data scientists! 

•  Data science aims to collect, analyze, and 
interpret data from a variety of sources (social 

interaction, business processes, cyber-
physical systems).  

•  To turn data into actionable information,  a 
comprehensive understanding of the context 

of the data and the ability to mine and 

visualize large amounts of data are essential.  
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generic data science 
question 1/4 

What 

happened? 
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generic data science 
question 2/4 

Why did it 

happen? 
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generic data science 
question 3/4 

What will 

happen? 
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generic data science 
question 4/4 

What is the 

best that can 

happen? 
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Can we predict 
waiting times? 

Why do patients have 
to wait so long?  

How can we reduce 
costs? 

How much staff is 
needed tomorrow? 

Do doctors follow the 
guidelines? 
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Why and when do 
X-ray machines 

malfunction? 

Which components 
should be replaced? 

How are X-ray 
machines really used? 

Can we predict 
that the machine 

will break down 

next week? 

Which parts 
need to be 

improved? 

from the organizational level 

to the hardware/software level 







[RP1]&Process&Analytics:&
Improving&Service&While&Cutting&Costs

[RP2]&Customer&Journey:&
Connecting&the&Dots&

[RP3]&Smart&Maintenance&&&Diagnostics:&
Safeguarding&Availability&

[RP4]&Quantified&Self:&
Improving&Performance&and&WellIBeing&

[RP5]&Data&Value&and&Privacy:&
Economic&and&Legal&Aspects&of&Data&Science

[RP6]&Smart&Cities:&
Ensuring&Safety&and&Convenience&for&Citizens

[RP7]&Smart&Grids:&
Data&Intensive&Infrastructures&
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process 

It's the process 
stupid! 

process 
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The principles of process management 

1.  All work is process work. 

2.  Any process is better than no process. 

3.  A good process is better than a bad 

process. 

4.  One process version is better than many. 

5.  Even a good process must be performed 

effectively. 

6.  Even a good process can be made better. 

7.  Every good process eventually becomes a 

bad process. 
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Michael Hammer. What is Business Process Management? Handbook 
on Business Process Management 1, Spinger Verlag, 2010 



process 

scientist 

fun and challenging  

needs to have the 

right tools 
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